ThreeSixty VoIP
Move towards Unified Communications whilst reducing your PBX costs
Over the past few years we have witnessed a robust movement towards replacing traditional connections between the enterprise
and the telephony network with Voice over IP or VoIP. VoIP allows multi-line phone systems used by businesses to aggregate
multiple calls, screen shares or videoconferences over an IP connection. Beyond delivering the cost savings expected from
replacing older functions with less expensive technologies, VoIP opens up vast new capabilities across multiple locations,
opening the way for true Unified Communications.
Welltel VoIP is suitable for any size of business that currently has a PBX, unified communications solution or key system.
Companies can benefit from multi-site rationalisation to reduce the number of ISDN connections required, increase resilience
via the automatic failover capability, and reduce costs associated with calls and line-rental. Welltel VoIP is tested and approved
to interoperate with systems and PBXs from NEC, Avaya, Shoretel, 3com, Samsung, Aastra, Linksys, Cisco, Asterisk,
Panasonic and many other leading phone system providers

“The Welltel VoIP service helped Adroll to have a presence in Europe by installing their SBC device with local
landline numbers for each country. We have definitely made considerable cost savings too”. - Sam Kinsella, IT
Manager EMEA - Adroll

Line & PBX
rationalisation with
enhanced system
resilience
Save your business thousands
per year in call & line rental
costs
What is the cost? To find out
within 24 hours an exact cost
of your Phone System, please
email sales@welltel.ie or call
+353 1 2541800

CHALLENGES
•

Existing ISDN call rate and line rental costs are way too high

•

Cant find a call bundle suitable for my business

•

Wasting too much time & effort managing several PBXs across
multiple sites

•

Moving office location but unable to retain some phone numbers

•

Worried about business continuity capability of existing phone
system

•

No possibility to effectively load-balance calls during peak hours

Welltel ThreeSixty VoIP
Multi-site rationalisation
Reduce the number of ISDN connections
required

Benefits
Tremendous savings on maintenance time and costs
for all your PBXs.
Free Irish landline numbers.
Significant cost savings compared to ISDN / FRI lines

Disaster recovery for business

Guaranteed business continuity due to enhanced
resilience. Instantly distribute calls to another site or
to homeworkers if your main site goes down.

Flexibility with phone numbers

Keep the same geographic number when moving
locations, thus avoiding high costs associated with call
forwarding or with producing new ocmpany stationary

Selection of call plans available, customisable
for larger volumes or specific requirements
Integration tested and approved to
interoperate with a number of leading PBX
system providers

Choose the call plan most appropriate to your
requirements, resulting in cost savings of up to 70%
compared to other VoIP providers
Easy, fast implementation - rapidly set up new
phone numbers

About Welltel
Twice winners of Deloitte Fast 50 awards, Welltel

your business is at the cutting-edge of communications

has established itself as a leading provider of business

technology. The company has built up a wealth of

communications solutions across cloud-based and on-

experience and technological expertise to help businesses

premise Phone Systems, Voice over IP, ISP services

increase productivity and reduce costs without having to

and Unified Communications. Our company provides

compromise on quality.

and manages these solutions to over 550 businesses
across Ireland, Europe and the US. We collaborate
with a number of leading hardware suppliers to ensure
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